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Abstract. In this project we explore the presence of ambiguity in textual and visual media and its influence on accurately understanding and
capturing bias in news. We study this topic in the context of supporting
media scholars and social scientists in their media analysis. Our focus
lies on racial and gender bias as well as framing and the comparison
of their manifestation across modalities, cultures and languages. In this
paper we lay out a human in the loop approach to investigate the role of
ambiguity in detection and interpretation of bias.
Keywords: Bias detection · bias in news video files · ambiguity-aware
bias representation · disagreement · machine learning · crowdsourcing ·
human in the loop
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Introduction

The interpretation of textual and visual media is typically a subjective process
where personal views and biases are becoming interlaced with and indistinguishable from the actual media content. For example, ethnic groups can be misrepresented by numbers in crime reports [10] and international news agencies can
adjust the contents of their reports to tap into certain biases that they believe
are present in the intended public [9]. So, the different points of view typically
get expressed as a disagreement among different authors and consumers of the
media content. The disagreement can be seen as a signal to identify the presence
of ambiguity and has an effect on the detection of bias in visual and textual
media, as well as on the understanding the meaning of the media message.
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Studies of visual and textual media bias can be quite labor-intensive when
performed manually [21], e.g. through labeling manually hundreds of hours of
video [9]. With the exponential growth of visual (news) content, many machine
learning and human computation approaches are emerging for the automation
of the labeling, analysis and processing of video and textual material. In this
work, we aim at further extending the state of the art for large-scale processing of textual and visual media to support media professionals, humanities and
social science scholars in their process of analyzing news media (with respect
to studying framing, gender and racial bias in news). The central point here is
the study of content and semantic ambiguity when it comes to determining the
topic, the events and the sentiment of the media material. Further, we aim to
understand what causes this ambiguity, what are different types of ambiguity
and how they influence the understanding and the capturing of bias in visual
and textual media across different languages.
The concrete objectives of this research are to support typical digital humanities analysis tasks, e.g.
– distant reading of large collections of visual and textual news for understanding patterns and contexts framing, racial and gender bias in news over time
and across different cultures and languages
– close reading of specific instances of visual media for understanding aspects,
properties and causes of framing, racial and gender bias in news over time
and across different cultures and languages.
Therefore, we investigate the role of ambiguity of the media content, as well
as the ambiguity of the topic(s), context(s) and specific event(s) and entities
depicted in the news media for the detection of framing, racial and gender bias.
Our research is guided by the following hypotheses:

– There are different causes for disagreement in interpretation of visual media
that will lead to different types of ambiguity;
– Ambiguity found in visual media can be related to subjectivity;
– Different types of ambiguity and subjectivity can be used to detect different
types of biases, such as framing, racial bias and gender bias.
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Related work

Here we present the related work on disagreement and ambiguity that occurs
after annotation tasks. As mentioned, disagreement is a signal for ambiguity or
subjectivity. Then ambiguity itself can also be a sign of subjectivity. Then these
signals appear in the different manifestations of bias through misrepresentation
of entities with the method of framing [9] or with different sentiments attached
to these entities. Some of the entities that contain gender and race can also often
be misrepresented [18, 10]. In the following we present the work that is related
to the the detection of the above signals and bias manifestations.
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Methods that study or leverage the disagreement in order to identify the
quality of annotations done by a crowd exist. For instance, in computational
linguistics [4] use Generalizability theory as a means to capture the reliability
of an annotation and identify the reasons behind the level of confidence and
reliability we can have over an annotation. In [17] they also use crowdsourcing
for annotations and identify different subgroups of disagreement between crowdworkers for annotations and compare them with expert annotations. Also [8]
propose a different measure for agreement that solves a number of problems
that arise when other agreement measures are used for interval values. Instead
they propose to reason about the type of agreement or disagreement by looking
into the distribution of answers within an interval of values when suitable for
the problem. On the other hand, [25] identify also disagreement and divergence
into groups of coders and evaluate two tree based ranking metrics to compare
disagreements.
Crowdtruth is a platform [16] that applies disagreement analytics to generate
ground truth data with the use of crowdsourcing. It has been used to identify and
name entities as well as determine annotation ambiguity [15], to detect language
ambiguity in medical relations in texts [11] and to determine intrinsic ambiguity
of events in video event detection [14]. Another automated method that uses the
crowd predicts the ambiguity of images to assist in an crowdbased foreground
object segmentation task [13].
Now, we take a look at the types of bias we are interested in: framing, racial
bias and gender bias. We give a short definition of these, followed by related
research methods for those biases.
A frame of a message can be described as ’highlighting some bits of information about an item that is the subject of communication, thereby elevating
them in salience’ [12], and the act of framing can be described as ’selecting and
highlighting some features of reality while omitting others’ [12]. For research
purposes, it is therefore important to find the amount of attention that is given
to a certain element (e.g. highlighting or downplaying) and what is omitted.
Gender and racial bias in media is most often investigated via certain misrepresentations and presentations of groups. An example of misrepresentation
is when the number of group X shown on screen is not representative of the
number of group X that are part of that society. An example of difference in
presentation is when group X is presented or described in an different manner,
e.g. shown in different sentiment than group Y or described with different adjectives, or when the focus lies on different properties of the groups. Therefore,
the goals for investigating gender and racial bias here are (1) quantitative comparison with population statistics for misrepresentation, and (2) the rather more
complex qualitative comparison between groups of the representation.
Framing can be investigated through manual thematic analysis [21]. However, automated methods also exist such as using keyword clustering to identify
stakeholders standing on different sides [19]. Word-based quantitative text analysis and computer assisted methods have also been used, e.g. to identify interest
group frames in the framing of environmental policy in the EU [5]. In the case
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of framing in video, we mentioned the investigation into framing in TV-news in
countries that lie in overlapping spheres of influence of Russia and the EU [9],
namely Belarus, Moldavia and Ukraine. In that study, 607 video news emissions
were manually labeled on subject (EU, Russia), tone (positive, negative, neutral, none), theme (e.g. culture, history, security, values) and topic (e.g. external
events or developments, human interest stories, visit from a state official). The
relative number of reports on either EU or Russia was also compared. The results included statistics that showed different news channels aimed at particular
local preferences (e.g. a shared religion, a shared history), but that (apart from
the Russian channels) the news was in general most often balanced and neutral
in tone and did not differ in tone towards either the EU or Russia.

As mentioned, research can discover racial bias expressed by discrepancies
between actual on-screen role representation of ethnic groups and data from
official statistics [10]. Example results from this 2017 investigation performed in
Los Angeles showed that blacks were correctly reported as perpetrators, victims
and police officers, and, while Latinos were accurately reported as perpetrators,
they were underreported as victims and police officers. Whites were significantly
overrepresented in all three categories. A similar quantitative comparison can be
carried out to investigate gender bias, e.g. to investigate balanced reporting in
sports [18]. This research also included qualitative research in which raters were
asked to label announcer’s language usage in relation to the athlete’s gender (e.g.
appearance, marital status) and imagery (e.g. active vs non-active pose, sports vs
non-sports context). The researchers reported no significant quantitative gender
bias, although there were still some differences found on other criteria. In other
work, gender bias in Dutch newspapers expressed by stereotypical representation
of male vs. female leadership in politicians was investigated with a dictionary
approach [1].

To investigate framing and other biases, it is important to determine differences in message sentiment. Some automated text sentiment tools have been
developed [20, 7] which are based on natural language processing (NLP). Voice
tone is another possible source of sentiment analysis [26]. A relatively new modality in sentiment analysis is video, in which facial recognition techniques used to
analyses actor’s facial expression (’facial affect’) [24]. Some work has also been
done on creating an ensemble of all these sentiment analysis methods [22].

The methods put forward to analyze framing, gender and racial bias, however,
do not make use of ambiguity in the crowd, even when such subjectivity may give
us valuable information that could lead us to better detect bias and create better
labels on subjective aspects as sentiment. Therefore, we propose an ambiguityaware method that builds on CrowdTruth methodology [16] that will make use
of ambiguity in the crowd to better detect bias.
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The Approach: Disagreement-based Ambiguity for Bias
Detection

We perform a number of knowledge acquisition experiments with media scholars
and social scientists to determine aspects of bias in different modalities, cultures and languages. Next to this we also study ambiguity expressions, causes
and types through crowdsourcing experiments for annotation of sentiment, topics, and opinions in news videos and articles. Main focus here is to understand
(1) how disagreement is manifested as a signal for ambiguity, and (2) how ambiguity is related to subjectivity, and ultimately how these two lead to more
accurate representation of bias in video and textual news. For this we apply,
adapt and extend the CrowdTruth approach [3, 2, 16], which has been used to
study disagreement-based ambiguity in various domains. We employ a hybrid
human-machine system, where basic processing of both video and text material
is performed to be used as a seed for the human computation tasks. Considering
the large amount of video and text articles involved we envision an active learning
cycle, where machine learning components continuously learn from humans-inthe-loop.

3.1

Dataset

Next, we describe the two types of data that we use and compare in our datasets:
(1) textual and (2) video data.
Textual dataset Our textual dataset consists of news articles written in English from online sources such as: e.g. BBC, The Guardian, CNN, Fox News,
The New York Times, The Moscow Times, Sputnik, Breitbart News. To identify
target news events to study in videos, we use Wikipedia pages focusing on historical and political events 6 . Wikipedia provides crowd-sourced and editor-vetted
articles from different contributors. We aim to extract event names and related
event entities, e.g. people, organizations, locations and times and compare their
representation in terms of opinions, perspectives and sentiment ground truth to
compare the entities and facts presented within between different news sources.
Video dataset We perform experiments with a video dataset of short English
language newsreels (i.e. a few minutes long with a spoken dialogue), accompanied by their metadata, e.g. short video description, title, tags, (auto-generated)
subtitles and user comments. The videos in this dataset are collected from the
following online news channels: e.g. CNN, BBC, Al Jazeera, Sputnik, RT (formerly Russia Today), France24. We also take advantage of the keyword annotated datasets on videos provided by YouTube in the YouTube8m dataset7 .
6
7

Wikipedia: www.wikipedia.com
YouTube-8M Dataset: https://research.google.com/youtube8m/
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3.2

Data Preprocessing

We enrich the subtitles, transcripts, in-video text and video metadata with the
set of events and related entities extracted from relevant Wikipedia pages and
news articles.
Ambiguity signals in dataset We want to capture the different ambiguities
from the dataset itself. For instance, using ControCurator8 we process the comments from Wikipedia pages and YouTube videos from users in order to capture
possible controversies. Also, for Wikipedia we can use a method similar to [23]
in order to find controversial news articles from Wikipedia or Contropedia9 .
News event detection and data gathering After finding possible bias candidates with the use of the above tools from Wikipedia pages, we extract events
using NLP processing. When Wikipedia articles are not present (for instance in
the case of very recent news) we use different news article sources for the event
and also make use of an initial video input from one source directly. We also use
controversial video comments from these events, and, supported by Wordnet 10 ,
we create seed words to assist a crowd to annotate an event. When the events
are identified, we can collect video data from the different video channels of our
initial dataset.
3.3

Disagreement for Bias Cues Extraction

In order to identify the framing, gender and racial bias introduced in news videos,
we compare the information gathered from the video with Wikipedia and newspaper texts, as well as other videos (e.g. from other channels). When we are able
to determine which main entities are related to an event, we can detect misrepresentions (of e.g. facts, actors) that might indicate framing. If a particular
gender or race is misrepresented or represented in a certain way, we can infer
gender and racial bias. As said, we base our bias cues on disagreement in both
automatically extracted information and the crowd.
To be specific, order to be able to annotate videos for their events, we want
to extract particular cues with both machine learning and human computation.
Ideally, we want to identify with machine learning what needs to be annotated
in the videos and transcripts by humans in order to find out e.g. what is being
said, who is reporting, who is talking, how long are they talking, are they present
at the scene of the news event?
To make use of all data modalities in our news videos, we investigate combining existing API’s for textual, voice- and face-based sentiment analysis [22]
in relation to the entities. Also, to be able to attach the entities to particular
sentiments [6], we can compare different API’s and state of the art methods and
use their “disagreement” as a way to give a confidence to the combined output
8

9

10

ControCurator: Crowds and Machines for Modeling and Discovering Controversyhttp://controcurator.org/
Contropedia: Analysis and visualization of controversies within Wikipedia articleshttp://contropedia.net/
Wordnet: wordnet.princeton.edu/
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and apply human computation to validate the sentiment analysis output from
the machine learning methods. CrowdTruth11 can be used to reason about the
disagreement of the various subjects. Given that the crowd can also disagree for
a particular subject, we investigate the reasons why the crowd could interpret a
given message differently with regards to, for instance, their demographics.

4

Discussion

One of the limitations of our proposal is the lack of reliable data to capture
’opinion’ neutral definition of recent events. As we use Wikipedia pages to extract both ground truth events to seed the search of these in media, as well as
the intensity of edits and changes to these pages as an indication of possible
controversy / bias or variety of opinions.
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